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THERE’S A REASON WHY WE ARE RATED 5 STARS WITH GOOGLE REVIEWS



ABOUT US
We are a 3M™ Authorized Prestige Window Film Dealer.

Clear Vision started in 2007 with 3M™ Automotive Window Films. 
By 2011, Clear Vision strategically moved away from Automotive films 
in order to be fully invested with installing high quality window films 
for both commercial and residential properties in an effort to meet 
the high demands of reducing energy consumption.

Whether your primary goal is to regulate your home’s interior 
temperature, safeguard your commercial or residential property 
against intruders, or create a more private and comfortable office 
space - Clear Vision Window Films provides the solution to meet a 
variety of your personal or business needs.

We are based in Lancaster, PA and serve Lancaster, Harrisburg, York, 
Berks County, Dauphin County, Lebanon, all of Central PA, Southern PA, 
Northern Maryland, Chester County, and parts of Delaware.



SCOTT BYLER
OWNER/PRESIDENT

In 1998, after 20 years in the building construction 
industry where he was a part owner in a construction 
firm, Scott joined his brother in a detailing business. 
In 2001, Scott started working with 3M automotive 
products, mainly paint protection film and window tinting. 
In 2007, he decided to leave the automotive field and 
focus on installing  residential and commercial building 
window tint. Since then, Clear Vision Window Films has 
become the leader in window film for Central PA and 
surrounding areas. Scott believes that commitment to 
prompt service and a great product have propelled 
his company to being the industries leading window 
film installer in the area. Scott loves what he does and 
believes in the product he sells. He loves getting out to 
meet new customers and often talks about the clients 
he meets and how he enjoys conversation with them. 
Scott resides in Lancaster PA with his lovely wife, who 
is Chair of the Health and PE Dept. at Lancaster Bible 
College. He also enjoys hunting, fishing and just going 
to the cabin with his three awesome boys.

Toward the end of 2020, Salvador Jimenez IV 
joined Clear Vision Window Films as a window 
film installer and a designer/cutting plotter 
operator. As a graphic communications graduate 
from Thaddeus Stevens College of Technology, 
he has been able to use his acquired knowledge 
and experience to excel in his role within the 
company. He will ensure for a clean, smooth 
installation when applying film to any piece of 
glass; as well as developing great results with 
any designs created or replicated through our
cutting plotter! Aside from work, Salvador 
spends time creating apparel and accessories 
for his own personal brand while taking time to 
hang out with friends, family, and his cats Pluto 
and Bean.

In his role, Josh oversees several aspects of 
Clear Vision’s sales and marketing efforts while 
coordinating the installation schedule and 
leading the installation team in the field. With 
over 25 years of experience in the construction 
industry, many as a foreman, Josh enjoys 
sharing his knowledge through training of 
other teammates and new employees. He is a 
self admitted extrovert with strong, effective 
communication skills and truly enjoys meeting 
and talking to new people. Josh and his wife Kelly 
have been married for 20 years. They reside in 
Marietta, PA with their 3 teenage children who 
attend Donegal School District. Josh and his 
family worship at the LCBC Manheim campus. In 
his time away from work, Josh enjoys working in 
his yard, archery hunting and general aviation.

A graduate of Millersville University, Chris brings 20 
years of design and leadership experience to Clear 
Vision along with a strong focus in the area of customer 
service. Chris’ job responsibilities aside from installing 
include creating and maintaining the Clear Vision 
portfolio, along with updating the website to include 
timely and relevant content.
Chris has been married for 16 years to his beautiful wife 
and is the father of 3 amazing children. He is passionate 
about many things in life, including sports, coaching, 
cooking, listening and playing music, and practicing 
martial arts for the last 20 years. In 2009 after years of 
training in martial arts, Chris received his Shodan (black 
belt) at Rutgers University in Danzan Ryu Jujitsu - a 
martial art mainly of Japanese origin. While there are 
many people that have helped to shape Chris’ character 
and outlook on life, his greatest influencers include 
his wife, parents and sensei. His Christian upbringing 
and faith in God has greatly shaped his world view with 
regard to work ethic and his interactions with others.

SAL JIMENEZ
DESIGNER/INSTALLER

JOSH WHITE
DIRECTOR OF SALES 
AND PROJECTS

CHRIS LORETZ
MARKETING COORDINATOR/
INSTALLER

MEET THE
CLEAR VISION TEAM



OUR PRINCIPLES
Excellence in service, workmanship and product solutions,

commitment to consumer awareness and to community

OUR MISSION
We continue to seek quality and cutting-edge window film

products to provide our customers award winning experiences

OUR PRINCIPLES,
OUR VISION,

& OUR MISSION

OUR VISION
Providing quality window film products to help customers

reduce energy consumption, reduce loss of property,
increase aesthetics value, increase productivity



WHY YOU SHOULD CHOOSE

4 COMMON REASONS WHY

REDUCE FADING REDUCE SUN GLARE

PRIVACYCOMFORT

MANY
WINDOW 

FILMS CAN 
ACCOMMODATE 

MULTIPLE 
NEEDS



SUN CONTROL WINDOW FILMS
Our 3M sun control window films are 
designed to meet all your sun-control needs, 
including UV protection, heat gain, glare 
reduction, and energy efficiency.

ALL SEASON WINDOW FILMS
Designed for year-round comfort, our all 
season window films help to maintain indoor 
climate control by insulating your windows 
against the cold winters and blocking the 
summer sun’s intense heat.

SAFETY & SECURITY WINDOW FILMS
Safety and security window films provide a 
layer of invisible protection to deter forced 
entry and bolster your window against 
inclement weather and natural disasters.

DECORATIVE & PRIVACY WINDOW FILMS
Enhance the privacy of your home or 
commercial space and add aesthetic appeal 
with our decorative and privacy window films.

DECORATIVE & PRIVACY

ALL SEASON

SAFETY & SECURITY

SUN CONTROL

TYPES OF WINDOW FILMS



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
CLEAR VISION WINDOW FILM

SUN CONTROL WINDOW FILMS
Our 3M sun control window films are designed to meet all your sun-control needs, including UV 
protection, heat gain, glare reduction, and energy efficiency.

WILL WINDOW FILM RUIN MY VIEW?
No, 3M window film will actually reduce so much glare and heat that it will add clarity. The pleasure of 
the beautiful view will return.

HOW WILL I BENEFIT FROM 3M WINDOW FILM?
Lower Energy Bills
Reduce Heat & Glare
Eliminate 99% UV rays
Decrease hot spots to increase efficiency of the air conditioner in the summer and heater in the winter.

IS THE FILM DIFFICULT TO MAINTAIN AFTER INSTALLATION?
High quality 3M window film and scratch-resistant coatings make cleaning as easy as before.

WILL THE FILM GIVE A MIRRORED EXTERIOR APPEARANCE?
3M has developed a new line, the Night Vision series, that is actually less reflective than naturally clear glass.

WHAT IS WINDOW FILM MADE OF?
Different polyesters are transformed during the manufacturing process to produce a thin, transparent 
film that adheres to glass when a pressure sensitive adhesive is activated by a mild solution of 
dishwashing detergent and water.

DO YOU INSTALL WINDOW FILM ON THE INSIDE OR OUTSIDE OF A BUILDING?
Window film is typically installed on the interior side of a window. Since it is a finished product, it 
is best installed after all other nearby construction is complete. If access to the interior side of the 
window is difficult to obtain, an exterior application can be performed.

WHAT IS THE PROCEDURE TO INSTALL WINDOW FILM?
Assuming a typical installation, the window tinting process is as follows:
Prepare window area by placing drop cloths on floor and / or moving nearby furniture.
Thoroughly clean interior side of glass pane and gaskets with a mild solution of dishwashing detergent 
and water to remove dirt and other residue.
Wet glass with solution.
Place film against glass.
Squeegee to remove excess solution between glass and film.
Trim film to gasket.
“5-way” film edges to ensure film lies flat.
Wipe film to ensure clean finished product.
Remove drop cloths and replace furniture to original positions.



FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
CLEAR VISION WINDOW FILM

CAN YOU APPLY WINDOW FILM TO PLEXIGLAS®?
No. The film’s specially designed adhesive will not adhere to Plexiglas®.

CAN YOU APPLY WINDOW FILM TO TINTED / LOW-E GLASS?
Absolutely! You will notice enhanced energy performance from your tinted / Low-E glass windows 
after installation.

WHAT IS THE LIFE EXPECTANCY OF WINDOW FILM?
The life expectancy of window film is dependent upon multiple variables (climate, exposure to sun, 
etc.). The average life expectancy is ten years and beyond. Many customers have had 3M window film 
on their windows for over twenty years.

HOW IS 3M WINDOW FILM WARRANTED?
Please visit the warranty section of our website for more information.

WILL MY ENERGY COSTS DECREASE?
Absolutely! The amount of money saved depends upon the type of film chosen and certain property-
specific variables (location, climate, existing energy costs, HVAC system, etc). After obtaining some 
basic energy unit costs for a given building, we can conduct a 3M Energy Audit to estimate the annual 
dollars saved by different film types.

WILL MY FURNITURE FADE BE REDUCED?
Absolutely! Furniture / fabric fade is caused by multiple factors. 10% of fading is caused by 
miscellaneous factors (i.e. fabric color, material, etc). 25% is caused by heat. 25% is caused by visible 
light. And the remaining 40% is caused by UV rays. 3M window films can mitigate 90% of the factors 
that cause furniture / fabric fade.

HOW DO I CLEAN THE FILMED SURFACE AFTER INSTALLATION?
Window films may be washed with common washing solutions (including ammonia-based products) 
thirty days after installation. Abrasive cleaning agents and bristle brushes which would scratch the film 
can not be used. Synthetic sponges, squeegees, or soft cloths are recommended in addition to the 
cleaning solution. To maintain your warranty, do not use tape or other adhesive products on the film.

DOES 3M HAVE A GSA CONTRACT?
Yes! 3M has a GSA contract for both labor and material to facilitate government procurement.



Let in the light. Not the heat. Superior comfort and clarity 
with 3M™ Sun Control Window Film Prestige Series. 

SUN CONTROL

High visible light transmission providing excellent aesthetics

Up to 97% infrared rejection providing energy savings and enhanced comfort*

Low interior and exterior reflectivity enhances views while maintaining exterior appearance

Non-metalized film with no signal interference and no chance for corrosion

Helps extend the life of furnishings by significantly reducing harmful UV rays, the largest 
cause of fading

The Prestige Series can become carbon negative in as short as 6 months from install**

Comprehensive warranty from 3M

Visible Light Transmission

Low Reflection

Infrared Rejection

Best  
Better              
Good          
Fair 
Not Recommended 
In comparison to other 3M™ Sun Control Window Films

PRESTIGE SERIES

OVERALL BENEFITS:
• 97% INFRARED HEAT
 REJECTION

• 99.9% ULTRA VIOLET
 (UV) LIGHT REJECTION

• GLARE REDUCTION

• INCREASED PERSONAL
 COMFORT

• UTILITY BILL REDUCTION



SUN CONTROL

Enjoy enhanced views, savings and comfort with
3M™ Sun Control Window Film Night Vision™ Series.

Great heat rejection helps provide energy savings and improved comfort

Enhanced views with low interior reflectivity, especially at night

Helps reduce glare and eye discomfort

Helps extend the life of furnishings by significantly reducing harmful UV rays,
the largest cause of fading

Excellent scratch-resistant coating

3M nano-technology enhances color stability

Comprehensive warranty from 3M

Energy Savings

Heat Rejection

Glare Reduction

Interior Visible Reflection

Best  
Better              
Good          
Fair 
Not Recommended 
In comparison to other 3M™ Sun Control Window Films

NIGHT VISION SERIES

OVERALL BENEFITS:
• TSER: UP TO 82% TOTAL SOLAR
 ENERGY REJECTED

• 99.9% ULTRA VIOLET
 (UV) LIGHT REJECTION

• GLARE REDUCTION

• INCREASED PERSONAL
 COMFORT

• UTILITY BILL REDUCTION



SUN CONTROL

Stay comfortable and on budget with 3M™ Sun Control 
Window Film Traditional Series. 

Good heat rejection helps provide energy savings and improved comfort

Helps extend the life of furnishings by significantly reducing harmful UV rays,
the largest cause of fading

Helps reduce glare and eye discomfort

Soft hues make this film very attractive in both residential and commercial settings

Comprehensive warranty from 3M

Energy Savings

Heat Rejection

Glare Reduction

Visible Reflection

Best  
Better              
Good          
Fair 
Not Recommended 
In comparison to other 3M™ Sun Control Window Films

TRADITIONAL SERIES

OVERALL BENEFITS:
• UP TO 83% HEAT REJECTION

• 98% ULTRA VIOLET
 (UV) LIGHT REJECTION

• GLARE REDUCTION

• INCREASED PERSONAL COMFORT

• UTILITY BILL REDUCTION



SUN CONTROL INFORMATION
CLEAR VISION WINDOW FILM

WHY SUN CONTROL FILM?
Drapes and blinds absorb 
heat for solar control, but 
window film reflects it back 
outside of the building 
envelope. Additionally, unlike 
drapes and blinds which 
must be opened and closed, 
window films offer passive 
protection that works around 
the clock, requiring no human 
intervention whatsoever.

3M PRESTIGE SERIES SUN CONTROL 
WINDOW FILMS REDUCE REFLECTIVITY
One of the major drawbacks of traditional window 
films is that they tend to act like mirrors. From the 
inside, traditional window films make it difficult to see 
outside, especially at night when interior lights are 
on. In the daytime, the outside reflection can occur.

Once again, 3M revolutionized the window tinting industry by recently introducing a window film 
that is almost invisible --- day and night, inside and outside --- yet performs like a metallized and 
reflective film. This collection of four window films has substantially reduced reflectivity, and two styles 
of window film from this premium line actually have less interior reflectivity than the glass they cover. 
The other styles have interior reflectivity that is just 1% greater than glass. With 3M Prestige Series 
window films, you’ll have a clear view out your windows at night. Your windows will only reflect your 
commitment to keeping your home or office looking beautiful.

WINDOW FILMS WITH NANO-TECHNOLOGY
These new-to-the-world window films from the prestige series, which contain no 
metals, were made using nano-technology.
Over the years, various other manufacturers have tried to create a clear window film with mixed results. 
While they were able to achieve improved performance, their drawbacks made them unacceptable 
for most fine homes and offices. Because these films used metal, they were susceptible to corrosion, 
especially in coastal environments, and interfered with mobile phone reception.

Because the Prestige Series contains no metals, they are the first films to offer a variety of selections 
that eliminate these problems and perform to the industry’s highest standards.

With Prestige Series, your home’s or office’s exterior stays beautiful. From  the interior, your view is as 
clear as your original window.



SECURITY FILM

ULTRA SERIES

KEEP KIDS SAFE

Protect kids at school, your business or even your property 
with 3M™ Safety & Security Window Film.

Mitigates hazards from shattered glass due to natural and human causes

Increases security and provides added protection against
smash and grab burglaries

Helps provide protection to people and property from flying
glass in natural disasters

Increases anti-spall protection for laminated glass

Can be combined with 3M™ Impact Protection Attachment Systems
for additional safety and security

Helps extend the life of furnishings by significantly reducing
harmful UV rays, the largest cause of fading

Break & Entry

S80 S140 ULTRA 800

Safety Glazing

Seismic

Blast Mitigation

Anti-Graffiti

Best  

Better              

Good          

Fair 

Not Recommended 
In comparison to other 3M™ Sun Control Window Films



SAFETY SERIES

Accidents happen–and when they do, you can count on 3M™ 
technology to bring windows to code & prevent terrible injuries.

Designed for both interior and exterior applications

Exterior durability gives you an extended warranty from the most trusted 
global brand in window films

Glass fragment retention film helps hold shattered glass together to
protect people, property and possessions from:
• Spontaneous glass breakage
• Seismic events
• Low-force glass impacts

Can be combined with 3M™ Impact Protection Adhesive Attachment 
Systems for additional safety and security

Helps extend the life of furnishings by significantly reducing harmful
UV rays, the largest cause of fading

Best  

Better              

Good          

Fair 

Not Recommended 
In comparison to other 3M™ Sun Control Window Films

SAFETY FILM

 KEY NOTE:
 SAFETY GLAZING & HUMAN IMPACT

• UPGRADE YOUR GLASS TO MEET
 SAFETY GLAZING CODES*

• HELP PROTECT OCCUPANTS
 FROM BROKEN GLASS HAZARDS

• HELP KEEP GLASS FRAGMENTS FROM
 FALLING FROM YOUR WINDOWS,
 PROTECTING PEOPLE AND POTENTIALLY
 REDUCING INJURIES ON YOUR PROPERTY

Break & Entry

S40 S70 S40X S70X

Safety Glazing

Seismic

Blast Mitigation

Anti-Graffiti

INTERIOR EXTERIOR



SAFETY & SECURITY INFORMATION
CLEAR VISION WINDOW FILM

3M™ SAFETY & SECURITY WINDOW FILMS
A building’s most vulnerable part is its glazing. Windows, while architecturally necessary, expose 
building occupants to certain dangers. Burglars gain access to homes and offices through windows 
and glass doors. A detonated terrorist bomb will cause nearby glass to implode at high velocities in 
tiny shards. Flying debris from hurricanes can smash through a window and cause harm. 3M™ Safety 
& Security Window Film reduces these dangers.

3M™ security films are clear, invisible, and applied to the inside of a glass door or window. If the glass 
were to break, the window film helps to hold the glass shards in place and reduces the likelihood that 
the fragments would become flying daggers.

DETERRING SMASH AND GRAB CRIME
A homeowner’s or retailer’s worst fear is unwanted forced entry. Needing only a few seconds, burglars 
most often gain entry through a window or glass door. However, because 3M™ safety films hold glass 
in place, more time would be required for a robber to gain access into your home or office. Given that 
delay, the potential thief is more likely to move to another target.

HURRICANES
Coastal areas are subject to natural windstorms such as hurricanes and tornadoes. These high winds 
propel debris at high speeds. Many times this debris can come through a home’s or office’s window 
and threaten the safety of those inside.

3M™ Safety & Security Window Films help to hold glass in place, increasing the safety of building 
occupants. These films have been tested to Miami-Dade standards and have passed the small missile 
impact test.

TERRORISM
Safety and Security Window Film, otherwise known as Fragment Retention Film, was credited for 
saving many lives during the terrorist attack on the Pentagon on September 11, 2001. Glass near an 
explosion may implode at high velocities in tiny shards, acting as daggers, and prove fatal to building 
occupants. In fact, this is the second highest cause of death in a terrorist attack.
In the event of a bomb blast, the possibility of the entire glass pane being blown inward is greater after 
the installation of 3M™ window film. This is still safer than glass imploding in tiny shards.
However, the use of an attachment system decreases this likelihood.

An attachment system’s main purpose is to anchor the film and glass to the window’s frame. There are 
several attachment systems – wet glaze and mechanical.

A wet glaze attachment system requires a bead of Dow 995 Structural Silicone Adhesive to be applied 
to the entire perimeter of the glass. In most cases, the window gasket is trimmed or eliminated and the 
caulk bead takes its place and provides the necessary insulation. This attachment system often goes 
unnoticed by observers.

A mechanical attachment system serves the same purpose but in a different fashion. The window film 
is installed in such a manner where extra material overlaps the window frame and is then fastened to 
the frame by a system of metal bars and screws.

3M™ Fragment Retention Films have been tested to Federal Government and GSA Security Criteria 
Standards. This testing showed that the threat of injury due to flying glass is greatly lowered after the 
installation of 3M™ window film.



DECORATIVE/PRIVACY

Types of Decorative/Privacy

Emboss
Frost/Matte
Gradation
Natural/Washi
Fabric
Geometric
Stripe
Stripe/Border
Dot

3M™ FASARA™ GLASS FINISHES
3M™ DI-NOC™ GLASS FINISHES
3M™ CRYSTAL DUSTED AND FROSTED GLASS FINISHES
3M™ DICHROIC GLASS FINISHES

Unlimited possibilities.
Consider 3M™ Decorative Glass
Finishes for these spaces and more:

Entrances

Shower doors

Bathroom windows

Kitchen cabinets

Partitions

Glass railings

3M™ Fasara
Decorative Films
can block up to 

of the sun’s UV rays

99%



DECORATIVE & PRIVACY INFORMATION
CLEAR VISION WINDOW FILM

FASARA & SCOTCHCAL
DECORATIVE & PRIVACY WINDOW FILMS
Besides the general energy inefficiency of glass, another weakness of glazed surfaces is the lack 
of privacy. A common solution to this problem has been the costly process of acid etching glass 
to create a frosted appearance and hinder visibility. The application of 3M’s Fasara and Scotchcal 
Window Films is a fraction of the cost of acid etching, yet produces the same result. And unlike acid 
etching, you can create patterns such as company logos or geometric shapes for added visual effect.

ENJOY ENHANCED PRIVACY AND AESTHETICS
WITH INNOVATIVE DESIGN SOLUTIONS FROM 3M™

3M™ Fasara™ Interior Design Films combine Far Eastern design traditions with 21st Century technology 
to offer innovative new ways to manage space. When applied to glass, Fasara films create a serene, 
etched-glass appearance, reminiscent of the rice paper partitions used in Japanese culture for 
centuries to divide interior spaces.

At a fraction of the cost of etched-glass, Fasara films are perfectly suited for interior glass partitions 
or the inside surface of windows. Available in several textures which can be die-cut for highly 
customizable designs, Fasara films can be used to create a more private atmosphere or a more 
dynamic aesthetic.

PROVEN. TRUSTED. GUARANTEED.
Proven: 3M™ Decorative Glass Finishes & Films are designed to resist peeling, swelling and
discoloration for long-lasting beauty and clarity. You can count on continued performance because
we push beyond industry standards.

Trusted: Combining technologies in imaginative ways, our scientists continue to develop revolutionary
solutions that help keep homes stylish, comfortable and protected.

Guaranteed: When you choose 3M™, you choose peace of mind. That’s because our warranties
are among the best in the industry, backed by a trusted company you know will be around.

PUT 3M™ SCIENCE TO WORK FOR YOU.
3M™ Authorized Dealer Installers are proven experts in helping to solve problems like privacy, 
aesthetics, temperature imbalances and issues with fading. They are skilled solution-providers for 
window film safety and security, comfort and privacy.



SMART TINT

MANY REASONS FOR CHOOSING THIS TINT
1. VIDEO CONFERENCE CALLS WITH MEETING ROOMS
 IN OPEN SPACES THAT REQUIRE PRIVACY
2. PRIVACY FOR 1-TO-1 EMPLOYEE MEETINGS
3. ELIMINATE OFFICE DISTRACTIONS

WITH THE CLICK 
OF A BUTTON,
YOU CAN HAVE 
COMPLETE 
PRIVACY

CHOOSE FROM 
7 DIFFERENT 

COLORS

YELLOW PINK GREEN BLUE BLACK GREY WHITE



WHITEBOARD
FOR SCHOOLS, OFFICES OR ANYWHERE YOU NEED TO WRITE & ERASE

3M FLEXWRITE

Transform Your Space With Post-It® Flex Write Surface

Inspiring Collaboration and Learning

3M’s Post-it® Flex Write Surface is a whiteboard film that can be installed on existing whiteboards, tables, 
desks, and walls. It can be erased without leaving stains, even when permanent marker is used. To erase 
permanent marker from Flex Write Surface, simply dampen a cloth with water and wipe away the
“permanent” marker. It’s that easy.

Flex Write Surface is perfect for inspiring collaboration in offices, conference rooms, and schools.

Post-it® Flex Write Surface is safe for use with common disinfectant sprays.*

Whiteboards encourage collaboration among others and are heavily used in office and education 
environments. The free exchange and progression of ideas best occurs when there is a written record.
Enter the whiteboard – a great way to write (and erase) for all others to see. The limitation of a whiteboard is 
that someone inevitably writes on it in permanent marker, rendering the whiteboard useless. But now, thanks
to 3M™ Company, that is no longer a problem.



UGI - READING

GETTYSBURG COLLEGE - GETTYSBURG

HORST REALTY - LANCASTER

LUCKY VITAMINS

GETTYSBURG COLLEGE

DICKINSON COLLEGE

SUSQUEHANNA AUTO - WRIGHTSVILLE

BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY - LEWISBURG

GARDEN SPOT RETIREMENT VILLAGE

SOLYX CROSS HATCH SOLYX TRANSLUCENT COLOR FILM 3M DUSTED CRYSTAL

SOLYX CUSTOM DUAL GRADIENT FILM CUSTOM VINYL DESIGN SOLYX CUSTOM GRADIENT FILM

3M DUSTED CRYSTAL SOLYX STATIC CLING SOLYX CUSTOM FILM

DECORATIVE
CLEAR VISION WINDOW FILM WORK



JBT - LEBANON

MASSAGE LUXE

LULULEMON

SHOPPES AT BELMONT - LANCASTER

UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE

TARGET - KING OF PRUSSIA

RESIDENTIAL - MANHEIM TOWNSHIP

GK STORAGE - MOUNTVILLE

BLACKWORTH - LITITZ

PRESTIGE 70 & NIGHT VISION 15 3M FASARA 3M BLACKOUT

NIGHT VISION 15 BLACKOUT 3M FASARA MILANO

3M FASARA SAN MARINO NIGHT VISION 25 3M FASARA MILANO

CLEAR VISION WINDOW FILM WORK

PRIVACY



HC QUALITY DOORS

COMMONWEALTH CHARTER ACADEMY

MMG INSURANCE - LANCASTER

DELAWARE UNIVERSITY

BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY

FULTON THEATRE

GIANT CORPORATE CENTER

NORTH POINTE - LANCASTER

FULTON THEATRE

3M DUSTED CRYSTAL CUSTOM PRINT DOT FILM GRADIENT CUSTOM FILM

3M DUSTED CRYSTAL 3M DUSTED CRYSTAL 3M DUSTED CRYSTAL

3M FASARA DUAL GRADIENT FROSTED CRYSTAL FROSTED CRYSTAL

CLEAR VISION WINDOW FILM WORK

GRAPHIC DESIGN



RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY

BOSCOVS - LEBANON

CALVARY CHURCH

TURKEY HILL - COLUMBIA

CAFE - GARDEN SPOT VILLAGE

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY

SCHINDLER - YORK PA

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY

RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY

NIGHT VISION 25 3M SILVER 15 EXTERIOR NIGHT VISION 25

NIGHT VISION 25 NIGHT VISION 25 PR 40 INTERIOR

PR 20 EXTERIOR PRESTIGE 70 NIGHT VISION 25

CLEAR VISION WINDOW FILM WORK

SUN CONTROL



RALPH LAUREN - ATLANTIC CITY

J.JILL - HARRISBURG

HERSHEY HIGH SCHOOL

RALPH LAUREN

PA CHAMBER OF BUSINESS

PA CHAMBER OF BUSINESS

LAMPETER STRASBURG SCHOOL

HERSHEY MIDDLE SCHOOL

RALPH LAUREN - GEORGETOWN

7 MIL SECURITY FILM 3M ULTRA NIGHT VISION FILM 7 MIL SECURITY FILM

3M S40 SAFETY FILM 3M ULTRA NIGHT VISION FILM 7 MIL SECURITY FILM

3M ULTRA 800 FILM 7 MIL SECURITY FILM 3M ULTRA 800 FILM

CLEAR VISION WINDOW FILM WORK

SAFETY & SECURITY



CORPORATIONS

ADHESIVE RESEARCH
ALUMAGLASS & GLAZE
AMAZON.COM
APPLEBEE’S
BAREVILLE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
BELMONT
BENCHMARK CONSTRUCTION
BLAKINGER, BYLER & THOMAS
BUCKNELL UNIVERSITY
BURNING BRIDGES ANTIQUE STORE
BURNS RETAIL CONSTRUCTION
CALDWELL, HECKLES AND EGAN
CAMP HEBRON (HALIFAX)
CENTRAL MARKET RENOVATIONS
COMPLETE RESTORATIONS
CONESTOGA VALLEY HIGH SCHOOL
CONSTRUCTION SOURCE
DICKINSON COLLEGE
DISCOVER
EAGLE RENTAL
EUREKA GLASS
FOX SPORTS
FRITZ ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
FULTON BANK
FULTON THEATRE
GARDNER, RUSSO & GARDNER
GEN RE
GETTYSBURG COLLEGE
GREAT CLIPS
GREEK ORTHODOX CHURCH
HABITAT FOR HUMANITY
HARLEY DAVIDSON
HARVEST
HC QUALITY DOORS
HERSHEY HIGH SCHOOL

HERSHEY MEDICAL CENTER
HERSHOCK’S INC.
HIGH CONSTRUCTION
HIGH HOTELS
HM DIVERSIFIED
HMS LAW OFFICES (HARRISBURG)
HORSE REALTY
HORST CONSTRUCTION CO
HOWELL’S GLASS
HUNTER PETERBILT OF LANCASTER
IU13
J. A. SHARP JEWELERS
J.F. MARTIN
JUST PRESS PLAY
LANCASTER AMTRAK STATION
LANCASTER COUNTRY CLUB
LANCASTER COUNTY COURTHOUSE
LANCASTER GENERAL
LANCASTER SHOPPING CENTER
LANCASTER TOYOTA MAZDA
LANKENAU HOSPITAL
LCSWMA
LEBANON VA HOSPITAL
LOBAR CONSTRUCTION
MAP QUEST
MASONIC HOMES
MEEDER DEVELOPMENT
MEMBERS 1ST
MESSIAH COLLEGE
MILLERSVILLE UNIVERSITY
MOUNTVILLE CHURCH OF THE BRETHREN
MT. JOY THRIFT & GIFT
NISSIN FOODS
NORTHERN LEBANON SCHOOL DISTRICT
PA COLLEGE OF HEALTH & SCIENCE

PA MEDICAL SOCIETY
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“EXCELLENT SERVICE AND SO PROFESSIONAL”
- Kellee Kress, Howell’s Glass Co

“Great company to work with, they perform fantastic work! Highly recommend them.”
- Mike Deaven, Hershocks Inc.

“All great to do business with. Great work at a fair price. No worries here!”
- Brian Fulmer, Hunter Keystone Peterbilt

“Excellent company to work with. There workmanship is top notch and they get there work done 
on time with no problems. I would definitely work with them again.”
- Justin Peachey, ECI Construction

“We had a great experience with Clear Vision . They were timely with no problems.”
- Joe Duff, Duff Builders

“Tinted two large office windows, excellent service and price!”
- Cole Martin

“Clear Vision Windows knows their product and are very accurate with how their product performs. 
We have tried other films and this reflective film they applied works better than any other film we’ve 
ever tried. Its amazing how much heat it reflects back away from windows.”
- Nate Beiler, BB’s Grocery Outlet

“They did such a great job on our windows - it has made a huge difference for our team.
Consummate professionals.”
- Stephanie Shea, Ampro

“I have used Scott for my retail store windows. His film protection holds up to a crowbar beating. 
Great Service!”
- David Robie, Dave’s Gold

“This is about the third time I’ve used these folks for window tinting - they’ve done tempered glass 
film on a building as well as interior office windows. I highly recommend them.”
- Joel Sims, Sims Architectures

“We are so pleased with the work done by Clear Vision ... THANK YOU!”
- Jill Hartman, Women’s Concern

“We’ve worked with Scott for several years and he has given everything we’ve asked at fair rates, 
working with our customers in a professional manner.”
- Mark Bankston, PA Decks

“Clear Vision Window Films are a valued and important part of fulfilling our Customer’s requirements. 
Scott is very knowledgeable and can direct us to the proper product to use in any circumstance. 
He works closely and well with us and our customers to insure a very satisfying result. Through 
many years of working together he has proven himself to be the “go to” person for any filming 
need from the routine to the very complex and artistic requirements that Architects are so often 
looking for. It is one less thing I need to worry about, knowing Scott has it well in hand. He makes 
himself available and accommodates odd and demanding schedules in the most professional way. 
Clear Vision Window Films is our first and most often our only trusted source for all our film 
requirements. I am looking forward to many more years of working together.”
- Rich Forsberg, Howell’s Glass Co

“Expert installation makes all the difference, very professional and the product delivers as promised!”
- Gary Huddell, Ampro
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“We needed a special film to stop reflecting light from melting our siding. We were grateful that 
Scott and his crew were able to provide a solution. Installation was fast, easy and economical! 
Peace of mind is priceless!”
- Jackie

“Professional, friendly, and informative. Great value. Looking at having them back, they did such a 
great job - tremendous value!”
- Scott

“I’ve waited 6 months or so to see how the window film held up. Absolutely no difference from the 
day it was installed. I’ve installed diy window films and these are so much better. I’ll use Scott again 
if the need comes up. Very professional, on time with no surprises.
This is a “you get what you pay for” situation and I’m glad I did it.”
- John

“Did a great job for us - Good people to work with. Thanks!”
- Michael

“We are so incredibly happy that we went with the PR60 film from 3M. The amount of heat reduction is 
insane. So happy. Money well spent. Installation was easy and fast. Definitely recommend Clear Vision.”
- Rich

“If you need window film this is the place to call. Quick. VERY easy to deal with. I would not hesitate 
to use them again!!”
- Patrice

“Outstanding people - The installers (Shawn and Bob) were merely a reflection of the owner - 
Scott Byler. At all times they demonstrated competence and a willingness to explain the process. 
The experience and their personal interest and desire to do their best was always present. Very 
fortunate to have them do the job. Thanks to all.”
- Harold

“They were able to come out and put a safety film on a window in order to pass an inspection. They 
were able to do it quickly and professionally.”
- Todd

“Professional, skilled. They did a great job. Would definitely use again should the need arise.”
- Joseph

“Clear Vision is a great company to work with for your window tint needs. They provide quality 
work at a reasonable price, and the owner is a man of integrity.”
- Carole

“Simply the Best - We love the window tint and have noticed a great reduction in our cooling cost! 
Thank you Scott!”
- David

“Scott installed 3M film throughout our home. He was responsive, trustworthy, and a true craftsman. 
The job was finished in a quality manner, on time, and on budget! Solid guy doing excellent work!”
- Tom

“Scott was awesome. Professional, friendly, great knowledge on products and suggestions. Very 
pleased with the service.”
- Dan
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